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About the Climate-related Disclosure Indicators
Climate has been identified as a top priority for PRI signatories, with over 70% of asset owners reporting this as the
most important long-term trend they are acting on.
The FSB Task Force’s guidance on climate-related financial disclosure aim to create a single framework for disclosure
on assessment and management of climate-related risk. The recommendations, supported by investors representing
US$22 trillion, identify four main disclosures, Governance, Strategy, Risk Management, Metrics and Targets, and
include specific guidance for asset owners and managers.
As a result, the PRI introduced climate-related disclosure indicators that can be used to align with the TCFD
recommendations in the 2019 PRI Reporting Framework.

About this report
This report is an export of only the climate-related indicators from the 2019 Reporting Framework response.The full
Public Transparency Report is available here(https://reporting.unpri.org/surveys/PRI-reporting-framework-2019/091ECAD8-3F3C-4ADF-877F-00D881CDE4F1/00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000/doc/2/%7C%7C*complete*%7C*public*/Merged/).It shows the responses to all the completed climate indicators, even those
you chose to keep private. It is designed for your internal review or – if you wish - to share with your stakeholders.
The PRI will not publish this report on its website if you have designated your 2019 climate reporting as “private”.
Otherwise, you will be able to access the Climate Transparency Report of your organisation and that of other
signatories on the PRI website and on the Data Portal.
To easily locate information, there is a Recommendation index which summarises the indicators that signatories
complete and disclose.The report presents information exactly as it was reported as per signatory preference. Where
an indicator offers a response option that is multiple-choice, all options that were available to the signatory are
presented in this report.
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TCFD Recommendations Index
Strategy and Governance - CC
Indicator

Reported

Disclosure

SG 01.1



Public

SG 01.2



Public

SG 01.3



Public

SG 01.4



Public

SG 01.5



Public

SG 01.6 CC



Public

SG 01.7 CC



Public

SG 01.8 CC



Public

SG 01.9 CC



Public

SG 01.10 CC



Public

SG 01.11 CC

-

Public

SG 01.12 CC



Public

SG 02.2



Public

SG 07.5 CC



Public

SG 07.6 CC



Public

SG 07.7 CC



Public

SG 07.8 CC

-

Public

SG 13.1



Public

SG 13.2



Public

SG 13.4 CC



Public

SG 13.5 CC



Public

SG 13.6 CC



Public

SG 13.7 CC



Public

SG 13.8 CC



Public

SG 14.1



Public

SG 14.2



Public

SG 14.3



Public

SG 14.4



Public

SG 14.5



Public

SG 14.6 CC



Public

SG 14.7 CC



Public

SG 14.8 CC



Public

SG 14.9 CC



Public

SG 15.1



Public

SG 15.2

-

Public

SG 15.3

-

Public

TCFD Recommendation
Governance

3

Strategy

Risk
Management

Metrics &
Targets

Symbol

Status


The signatory has completed this sub-indicator

-

The signatory did not complete this sub-indicator.
This indicator is relevant to the named TCFD recommendation

Within the first column “Indicator”, indicators marked in blue are mandatory to complete.
Indicators marked in grey are voluntary to complete.
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ORGANISATIONAL OVERVIEW
This section provides an overview of your organisation. These characteristics are used to define your peer groups.

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS
Name

Legal & General Investment Management (Holdings)

Signatory Category

Fund Management - Majority

Signatory Type

Investment Manager

Size

US$ > 50 billion AUM

Main Asset Class

Multi-Asset

Signed PRI Initiative

2010

Region

Europe

Country

United Kingdom

Disclosure of Voluntary Indicators

40% from 38 Voluntary indicators
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Legal & General Investment Management (Holdings)

Reported Information
Public version
Strategy and Governance

PRI disclaimer
This document presents information reported directly by signatories. This information has not been audited by the PRI
Secretariat or any other party acting on their behalf. While this information is believed to be reliable, no representations
or warranties are made as to the accuracy of the information presented, and no responsibility or liability can be
accepted for any error or omission.
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Investment policy
SG 01

Mandatory

Public

Core Assessed

General

New selection options have been added to this indicator. Please review your prefilled responses
carefully.

SG 01.1

Indicate if you have an investment policy that covers your responsible investment approach.

 Yes

SG 01.2

Indicate the components/types and coverage of your policy.

Select all that apply

Policy components/types

Coverage by AUM

 Policy setting out your overall approach

 Applicable policies cover all AUM

 Formalised guidelines on environmental factors

 Applicable policies cover a majority of AUM

 Formalised guidelines on social factors

 Applicable policies cover a minority of AUM

 Formalised guidelines on corporate governance factors
 Fiduciary (or equivalent) duties
 Asset class-specific RI guidelines
 Sector specific RI guidelines
 Screening / exclusions policy
 Engagement policy
 (Proxy) voting policy
 Other, specify (1)
 Other, specify(2)
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SG 01.3

Indicate if the investment policy covers any of the following

 Your organisation’s definition of ESG and/or responsible investment and it’s relation to investments
 Your investment objectives that take ESG factors/real economy influence into account
 Time horizon of your investment
 Governance structure of organisational ESG responsibilities
 ESG incorporation approaches
 Active ownership approaches
 Reporting
 Climate change
 Understanding and incorporating client / beneficiary sustainability preferences
 Other RI considerations, specify (1)
 Other RI considerations, specify (2)

SG 01.4

Describe your organisation’s investment principles and overall investment strategy,
interpretation of fiduciary (or equivalent) duties,and how they consider ESG factors and
real economy impact.

We believe that well governed companies that manage all stakeholders, including the environment, are
more likely to deliver sustainable long-term returns. We view the consideration of ESG issues as part of
risk management, and therefore part of fiduciary duty.
We recognise that companies are intrinsically linked to the economies (and societies) in which they operate
and therefore believe that investors have a responsibility to the market as a whole. This belief affects our
engagement and voting activity and how we consider both bottom-up and top-down ESG factors.
Our overall responsible investment strategy is based on:


Engagement& voting



Integration



Product development

SG 01.5

Provide a brief description of the key elements, any variations or exceptions to your
investment policy that covers your responsible investment approach. [Optional]

Our governance and responsible investment policies are based on well-established corporate governance
principles, supplemented by the team's expertise and experience. Our Global Corporate Governance and
Responsible Investment policy summarises the overall principles we expect companies to adhere to from
an ESG perspective worldwide. The policy sets out our broad principles on board structure, shareholder
rights, remuneration, sustainability including climate change, audit and risk management. These policies
are continually evolving and regularly reviewed, to reflect the changing corporate landscape and regional
differences.
Our Global Corporate Governance and Responsible Investment policy is supplemented by region-specific
expectations for major developed markets (UK, North America, and Japan) which set out local contexts to
the way companies should be governed.
Supplementing these policies we also have a separate climate change policy, and new separate policy
documents providing more detail on LGIM's approach to engagement, voting and ESG integration.
The Global Corporate Governance and Responsible Investment policy and the additional supplementary
policies are approved by the LGIM Board Corporate Governance Committee. Policies are reviewed
annually and updated when required.
Our policies form the starting point for our engagement, voting, integration and product development
strategies. This includes company engagement, as well as forming the basis for engaging with
governments, regulators and stakeholders.
In applying the policies to current and future products, these may differ in application within the individual
funds, reflecting the wide range of mandates, asset classes and strategies we offer and manage.
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 No

I confirm I have read and understood the Accountability tab for SG 01
I confirm I have read and understood the Accountability tab for SG 01
SG 01 CC

Voluntary

SG 01.6
CC

Public

Descriptive

General

Indicate the climate-related risks and opportunities that have been identified and factored into
the investment strategies and products, within the organisation's investment time horizon.

The effects of climate change on investments can be divergent and inconsistent, depending on asset classes
and timeframes.
Transition risks from energy intensive sectors are most easily identified by looking at fossil fuel reserves and
carbon emission levels of companies and apply its implications in different securities. The carbon data and
scores have been applied to all investable securities allowing absolute and relative basis analyses in different
portfolios. Additionally, we have long term thematic groups that consider the implications of energy transition
using a propriety model, the consequence of which is applied in asset allocation and stock picking processes.
Opportunities related to low carbon shift are captured in a myriad of ways by looking at sectoral advances to
companies' competitive edge. Green revenue score is available to systematically identify companies which are
succeeding to generate revenue from the low carbon and environmental opportunities.
Physical risks are more pertinent to asset classes like real estate than diversified holdings in the listed
securities. As such our real asset team addresses these implications in the depth due diligence process.
Additionally, we have incorporated country level physical risks in our ESG scoring for both sovereign
assessment and companies' exposure to such countries.
As a global diversified investor, we aim to take a comprehensive look at the implications of climate change for
our clients' assets. They range from the overall governance of risks and opportunities down to the level of
metrics, targets and product development.

SG 01.7
CC

Indicate whether the organisation has assessed the likelihood and impact of these climate
risks?

 Yes

SG 01.8
CC

Indicate the associated timescales linked to these risks and opportunities.

In the short to medium term, we believe the net impact may not be significant at the asset allocation level,
given that a large proportion of our clients hold a diversified portfolio (diversified across asset class, sector
and countries). Over the medium to longer term, we expect physical as well as transitional risks to be
become much more pronounced. In either timeframe, a significant global shift in regulations could alter the
market dynamics suddenly.
Most critically, we must not overlook the fact that the severity of such impacts would be highly dependent
on the action taken by investors, governments and individuals today. The conclusion of the landmark Stern
Review of the economics of climate change was that delaying climate change action becomes more costly
over time. Moreover, in the presence of 'fat tail' risk, the possibility of catastrophic climate outcomes is not
offset by the associated low probabilities. When it comes to climate change, being 'net' OK is a dangerous
comfort to take collectively.
 No
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SG 01.9
CC

Indicate whether the organisation publicly supports the TCFD?

 Yes
 No

SG 01.10
CC

Indicate whether there is an organisation-wide strategy in place to identify and manage material
climate-related risks and opportunities.

 Yes

Describe
We see it as our responsibility to provide the right framework to address climate risks and opportunities in
every part of our business. While the ultimate decision to choose a specific mandate or portfolio lies with
the clients, we are developing the investment process, tools, reports and products to help our clients in
making this decision.
Engagement and voting
As a firm, we believe in speaking with one voice across our holdings, with our voting aligned to
engagement and ESG metrics. For the past two years, climate change has been one of the top 3 themes
discussed in our meetings with companies. LGIM engages both directly and collectively with other
investors, with many of the largest global companies on their management of climate change issues.
Our flagship engagement programme - Climate Impact Pledge - goes a step further and hold companies
account for the inaction to address this challenge.
We place great importance in collective engagement with other investors through forums such as the
Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change, UNPRI and Climate Action 100+.
Integration into investment processes
ESG considerations are fundamental to how we evaluate investment opportunities and seek to protect and
enhance the long-term value of our clients' assets. Close collaboration between the investment and
corporate governance teams, with full support from senior leadership, has led to deepening ESG
integration into the investment process. Aided by rapid advances in data and analytics, we are able to
apply a quantitative lens to ESG investing, across different assets and investment strategies, making it
possible to demonstrate to clients how they can begin to address some of the investment risks associated
with climate change.
Client education
A key way we can have an impact is by helping clients, the owners and ultimate beneficiaries of the assets
we manage, to take action on climate change. In 2016, we held our first climate change seminar, with the
aim of educating clients on the financial impact of climate change, and the tools available to manage
associated risks.
In 2018, we co-wrote and sponsored an investor guide to climate change, published by the IIGCC. It is a
'how-to' guide which intends to support asset owner trustees and boards in incorporating climate-related
risks and opportunities into decision-making.
Public policy
We place great emphasis on the need for urgent and meaningful regulatory action. We have done this by
engaging collaboratively with other investors and civil society through our membership of the IIGCC,
Aldersgate as well as directly with policy makers in the UK and EU. Our aim is to use our position as one of
the largest institutional investors in Europe to advocate for meaningful policy action on climate change.
Product development
We have launched a number of products (index, active credit and equity, and multi-asset), which
incorporate climate metrics and help our clients reduce the carbon intensity of their investments.
Importantly, we have put in place a process to ensure the governance of climate-related risks and
opportunities is embedded into all products managed by LGIM.
 No
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Indicate the documents and/or communications the organisation uses to publish TCFD
disclosures.

SG 1.12
CC

 Public PRI Climate Transparency Report
 Annual financial filings
 Regular client reporting
 Member communications
 Other

specify
stand-alone document linked to the annual financial filings of the parent company - Legal &amp; General
plc.
SG 02

Mandatory

Public

Core Assessed

PRI 6

New selection options have been added to this indicator. Please review your prefilled responses
carefully.

SG 02.1

Indicate which of your investment policy documents (if any) are publicly available. Provide a
URL and an attachment of the document.

 Policy setting out your overall approach

URL/Attachment
 URL

URL
{hyperlink:http://documentlibrary.lgim.com/documentlibrary/library_55458.html}
 Attachment (will be made public)
 Formalised guidelines on environmental factors

URL/Attachment
 URL

URL
{hyperlink:http://documentlibrary.lgim.com/documentlibrary/library_55458.html}
 Attachment (will be made public)
 Formalised guidelines on social factors

URL/Attachment
 URL
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URL
{hyperlink:http://documentlibrary.lgim.com/documentlibrary/library_55458.html}
 Attachment (will be made public)
 Formalised guidelines on corporate governance factors

URL/Attachment
 URL

URL
{hyperlink:http://documentlibrary.lgim.com/documentlibrary/library_55458.html}
 Attachment (will be made public)
 Fiduciary (or equivalent) duties

URL/Attachment
 URL

URL
{hyperlink:http://documentlibrary.lgim.com/documentlibrary/library_55458.html}
 Attachment (will be made public)
 Asset class-specific RI guidelines

URL/Attachment
 URL

URL
{hyperlink:http://documentlibrary.lgim.com/documentlibrary/library_55458.html}
 Attachment (will be made public)
 Sector specific RI guidelines

URL/Attachment
 URL

URL
{hyperlink:http://documentlibrary.lgim.com/documentlibrary/library_55458.html}
 Attachment (will be made public)
 Screening / exclusions policy
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URL/Attachment
 URL

URL
{hyperlink:http://documentlibrary.lgim.com/documentlibrary/library_55458.html}
 Attachment (will be made public)
 Engagement policy

URL/Attachment
 URL

URL
{hyperlink:http://documentlibrary.lgim.com/documentlibrary/library_55458.html}
 Attachment (will be made public)
 (Proxy) voting policy

URL/Attachment
 URL

URL
{hyperlink:http://documentlibrary.lgim.com/documentlibrary/library_55458.html}
 Attachment (will be made public)
 We do not publicly disclose our investment policy documents

SG 02.2

Indicate if any of your investment policy components are publicly available. Provide URL and
an attachment of the document.

 Your organisation’s definition of ESG and/or responsible investment and it’s relation to investments

URL/Attachment
 URL

URL
{hyperlink:http://documentlibrary.lgim.com/documentlibrary/library_55458.html}
 Attachment
 Your investment objectives that take ESG factors/real economy influence into account

URL/Attachment
 URL
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URL
{hyperlink:http://documentlibrary.lgim.com/documentlibrary/library_55458.html}
 Attachment
 Governance structure of organisational ESG responsibilities

URL/Attachment
 URL

URL
{hyperlink:http://documentlibrary.lgim.com/documentlibrary/library_55458.html}
 Attachment
 ESG incorporation approaches

URL/Attachment
 URL

URL
{hyperlink:http://documentlibrary.lgim.com/documentlibrary/library_55458.html}
 Attachment
 Active ownership approaches

URL/Attachment
 URL

URL
{hyperlink:http://documentlibrary.lgim.com/documentlibrary/library_55458.html}
 Attachment
 Reporting

URL/Attachment
 URL

URL
{hyperlink:http://documentlibrary.lgim.com/documentlibrary/library_55458.html}
 Attachment
 Climate change
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URL/Attachment
 URL

URL
{hyperlink:http://documentlibrary.lgim.com/documentlibrary/library_55458.html}
 Attachment
 We do not publicly disclose any investment policy components

SG 02.3

Additional information [Optional].

Our governance and responsible investment policies are based on well-established corporate governance
principles, supplemented by the team's expertise and experience. Our Global Corporate Governance and
Responsible Investment policy summarises the overall principles we expect companies to adhere to from an
ESG perspective worldwide. The policy sets out our broad principles on board structure, shareholder rights,
remuneration, sustainability including climate change, audit and risk management. These policies are
continually evolving and reviewed regularly to reflect the changing corporate landscape and regional
differences.
Our Global Corporate Governance and Responsible Investment policy is supplemented by region-specific
expectations for major developed markets (UK, North America, and Japan) which set out local contexts to the
way companies should be governed.
Supplementing these policies we also have a separate climate change policy, and separate policy documents
providing more detail on LGIM's approach to engagement and voting and integrating ESG.
The Global Corporate Governance and Responsible Investment policy and the additional supplementary
policies are approved by the LGIM Board Corporate Governance Committee. Policies are reviewed annually
and updated when required.
Our policies for the starting point for our engagement, voting, integration and product development strategies.
This includes company engagement, as well as forming the basis for engaging with governments, regulators
and stakeholders.
In applying the policies to current and future products, these may differ in application within the individual funds,
reflecting the wide range of mandates, asset classes and strategies we offer and manage.

Governance and human resources
SG 07 CC

Voluntary

SG 07.5
CC

Public

Descriptive

General

Indicate the roles in the organisation that have oversight, accountability and/or management
responsibilities for climate-related issues.

Board members or trustees
 Oversight/accountability for climate-related issues
 Assessment and management of climate-related issues
 No responsibility for climate-related issues
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Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Chief Investment Officer (CIO), Chief Risk Officer (CRO),
Investment Committee
 Oversight/accountability for climate-related issues
 Assessment and management of climate-related issues
 No responsibility for climate-related issues

Other Chief-level staff or head of department
 Oversight/accountability for climate-related issues
 Assessment and management of climate-related issues
 No responsibility for climate-related issues

Portfolio managers
 Oversight/accountability for climate-related issues
 Assessment and management of climate-related issues
 No responsibility for climate-related issues

Investment analysts
 Oversight/accountability for climate-related issues
 Assessment and management of climate-related issues
 No responsibility for climate-related issues

Dedicated responsible investment staff
 Oversight/accountability for climate-related issues
 Assessment and management of climate-related issues
 No responsibility for climate-related issues

Other role, specify (1)

Other description (1)
Head of Sustainability &amp; RI Strategy
 Oversight/accountability for climate-related issues
 Assessment and management of climate-related issues
 No responsibility for climate-related issues

Other role, specify (2)

Other description (2)
Other role, specify (2)
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 Oversight/accountability for climate-related issues
 Assessment and management of climate-related issues
 No responsibility for climate-related issues

SG 07.6
CC

For board level roles for which have climate-related issues oversight/accountability or
implementation responsibilities, indicate how these responsibilities are executed.

LGIM's Corporate Governance Committee has overall responsibility and oversight of the evolution and
implementation of corporate governance and responsible investment policies, including those related to climate
change. These policies apply to all asset classes and investment strategies. Our Chief Executive Officer, Chief
Investment Officer and Director of Corporate Governance all serve on this committee, in addition to independent
non-executive directors. The Corporate Governance team reports to the committee regularly. The Corporate
Governance committee meets quarterly, while the Director of Corporate Governance reports to the LGIM Board
every six months.
At the highest level, overall responsibility for climate change risks, insofar as they are material to investments,
lies with LGIM's CEO, who has oversight of relevant risks as reported through a series of risk and investment
committees.

SG 07.7
CC

For the management-level roles that assess and manage climate-related issues, provide further
information on the structure and process involved.

LGIM's Corporate Governance team is responsible for developing and carrying out our corporate governance
and responsible investment activities, including assessing and managing climate-related issues. This dedicated
team of 14 professionals has been deliberately built with diverse experience and expertise across the spheres of
stewardship and responsible investment.
The Director of Corporate Governance, reports directly to LGIM's CEO and is a member of the LGIM board
and Corporate Governance Committee, ensuring that the overarching climate strategy is endorsed from the
top of the organisation. LGIM's Head of Sustainability and Responsible Investment is responsible for
engaging on sustainability and climate themes globally, integrating material risks into the existing investment
processes and developing low-carbon investment product solutions.
As a long-term investor, we have developed our own house view about the issues which are likely to prove
decisive in shaping global markets over the decades to come. Thematic Working Groups have been
established to undertake top-down research and analysis of macro-economic issues relating to the selected
themes of Technology, Energy, Demographics and Politics. These groups consist of credit, equity and multiasset investment professionals and representatives from the corporate governance team.
LGIM's ESG score is used in our engagements and for creating ESG-aligned index-tracking funds. Oversight
for the rules-based incorporation of ESG data into index methodologies was provided by the Corporate
Governance Committee and the Index Solutions Committee.
Our ESG View is used to assist in the process of stock or bond selection by highlighting key ESG issues which
are overlaid onto the fundamental assessment carried by the analysts. These metrics have been designed with
direct input by sector analysts and is continuously being improved through regular meetings between active
investment team, equities and fixed income, and the CG team.
At the core of our ESG capabilities is our Future World range. In 2016, we launched the first fund in this range,
which aimed to achieve positive outcomes for the dual purpose of protecting long-term investment returns and
taking climate change risks into account . For this fund, which was launched together with the HSBC UK
Pension Scheme, LGIM appointed a Future World Advisory Board to oversee its developments over time.
The Board consists of our CEO, CIO and Head of Sustainability and Responsible Investment Strategy - as well
as independent experts Lord Nicholas Stern and Professor Andreas Hoepner . The Board meets every 6
months and is responsible for monitoring the trends of climate change and the energy transition, amongst other
responsibilities.
Since 2016, the Future World funds have expanded into investment offerings in every asset class (equity,
bonds, real assets and multi-assets) and strategy (active and index tracking funds). Climate change is the most
prominent theme that is incorporated in the range, both from a risk perspective and in terms of investing in lowcarbon solutions. To ensure that the Future World fund range remains responsive to the latest developments
and to create consistent principles, the Future World Investment Group has been set up, led by the CIO with
representatives from all investment desks.
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ESG issues in asset allocation
SG 13

Mandatory

SG 13.1

Public

Descriptive

PRI 1

Indicate whether the organisation undertakes scenario analysis and/or modelling and provide a
description of the scenario analysis (by asset class, sector, strategic asset allocation, etc.).

 Yes, to assess future ESG factors
 Yes, to assess future climate-related risks and opportunities

Describe
We are developing several ways in which we can apply climate scenarios to our investment process
meaningfully. Please see SG 13.4 CC for a description of the categories under which we are currently
exploring our options.
 No, not to assess future ESG/climate-related issues

SG 13.2

Indicate if your organisation considers ESG issues in strategic asset allocation and/or allocation
of assets between sectors or geographic markets.

We do the following
 Allocation between asset classes
 Determining fixed income duration
 Allocation of assets between geographic markets
 Sector weightings
 Other, specify
 We do not consider ESG issues in strategic asset allocation

SG 13.3

Additional information. [OPTIONAL]

Within our asset allocation we consider governance of markets alongside GDP and market capitalisation when
determining how best to diversify our exposure. This is captured within the strategic asset allocations of the
funds and therefore impacts all of the portfolios our Asset Allocation team manage to some degree. In addition,
where ESG is a specific, material concern for a potential position then it is given due consideration.

SG 13 CC

Voluntary

SG 13.4
CC

Public

Descriptive

General

Describe how the organisation is using scenario analysis to manage climate-related risks and
opportunities, including how the analysis has been interpreted, the results and any future plans.

 Initial assessment

Describe
The Future World Global Energy Transition Model
To be able to comprehensively assess energy demand and supply assumptions which are pervasive in the
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market, LGIM has partnered with Baringa to produce a detailed, bespoke and proprietary global model of
the energy transition out 2050. The Model offers unique insights into the inter-dependencies of the global
energy system.
The model we are constructing will be a vital tool in sourcing and identifying the winners of the future. The
ultimate objective for the energy system model is to understand what is required in order to meet
overarching targets surrounding GHG emissions in the medium to long term.
The energy transition presents the world with two challenges that are inter-related:


How do we radically lower the emissions of our current energy system, in the cheapest, most
efficient and least disruptive way?



How do we meet the rapidly growing demand for energy in the developing world?

We believe investors have a crucial role to play. The energy transition is already consuming huge
quantities of investors' capital. And whether it is the billions of dollars of investment needed for renewables
to finance energy infrastructure or meet the growing demand for energy investment in the emerging world,
the call on our capital is only going to increase. This tool allows us to stress-test sectors against high
carbon prices and changes in consensus assumptions regarding low-carbon technologies, from today to
2050. For example, the IEA's 450 scenario, aligned with a 2°C pathway, assumes a carbon price of $100
by 2030 in OECD markets. As more of the world's emissions are covered by rising carbon prices, this could
prove disruptive for sectors such as energy. We have flexibility in incorporating any carbon price into our
energy modelling assumptions and will look to stress-test the implications of a carbon price ranging
between $100-150. The result of this analysis will be discussed in our long-term thematic groups.
We have also explored various external data sources, such as the PACTA model, but have yet to see a
convincing model based on solid analysis and data points. Following the latest developments in Europe including regulation around the standardisation of "low-carbon benchmarks", we expect work in this area to
continue apace.
Physical risks and adaptation
As the severity of weather extremes is felt year-on-year, there is increased urgency to understand and
incorporate the analysis of physical risks from climate change and the need for adequate adaptation. We
will look to incorporate more datasets and utilise them to further supplement company and country-level
analysis and country-level impacts.
Real assets
We have committed to undertake modelling to identify what measures would be required for a property to
achieve energy targets aligned with a 2°C scenario. Alignment will involve achieving a high energy
efficiency performance by 2030, and carbon neutrality by 2050. As part of the modelling, we are costing the
various measures and factoring them into the annual business plan for each asset, to understand the
financial implications of aligning our property portfolio.
 Incorporation into investment analysis
 Inform active ownership
 Other

SG 13.5
CC

Indicate who uses this analysis.

 Board members, trustees, C-level roles, Investment Committee
 Portfolio managers
 Dedicated responsible investment staff
 External managers
 Investment consultants/actuaries
 Other

specify
Investment analysts.
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SG 13.6
CC

Indicate whether the organisation has evaluated the impacts of climate-related risk, beyond
the investment time-horizon, on the organisations investment strategy.

 Yes

Describe
Our clients' investment horizons are generally very long, especially for pension and insurance assets. As
such our investment horizons are aligned to the time horizon of climate related risks.
However, there are many clients for whom their investment horizons are shorter and/or monitoring periods
for performance are short.
We have taken a stance that, even for such clients, climate change can pose material risks as market
correction can happen a lot quicker than previously thought - e.g. peak coal. As such monitoring the long
term themes and addressing its implications is an important aspect of our investment process.
 No

SG 13.7
CC

Indicate whether a range of climate scenarios is used.

 Yes, including analysis based on a 2°C or lower scenario
 Yes, not including analysis based on a 2°C or lower scenario
 No, a range is not used

SG 13.8
CC

Indicate the climate scenarios the organisation uses.
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Provider

Scenario used

IEA

 Beyond 2 Degrees Scenario
(B2DS)

IEA

 Energy Technology
Perspectives (ETP) 2 Degrees
scenario

IEA

 Sustainable Development
Scenario (SDS)

IEA

 New Policy Scenario (NPS)

IEA

 Current Policy Scenario (CPS)

IRENA

 RE Map

Greenpeace

 Advanced Energy [R]evolution

Institute for
Sustainable
Development

 Deep Decarbonisation
Pathway Project (DDPP)

Bloomberg

 BNEF reference scenario

IPCC

 Representative Concentration
Pathway (RCP) 8.5

IPCC

 RPC 6

IPCC

 RPC 4.5

IPCC

 RPC 2.6

Other

 Other (1)
Other (1) please specify:
LGIM&apos;s proprietary scenarios.

Other

 Other (2)

Other

 Other (3)

SG 14

Mandatory to Report Voluntary to
Disclose

Public
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Additional Assessed

PRI 1

SG 14.1

Some investment risks and opportunities arise as a result of long term trends. Indicate which of
the following are considered.

 Changing demographics
 Climate change
 Resource scarcity
 Technological developments
 Other, specify(1)
 Other, specify(2)
 None of the above

SG 14.2

Indicate which of the following activities you have undertaken to respond to climate change risk
and opportunity

 Established a climate change sensitive or climate change integrated asset allocation strategy
 Targeted low carbon or climate resilient investments

Specify the AUM invested in low carbon and climate resilient portfolios, funds, strategies or
asset classes.
trillions
Total AUM
Currency

billions

millions

thousands

hundreds

8

038

066

045

10

296

703

533

GBP

Assets in USD

Specify the framework or taxonomy used.
This AUM figure includes assets invested in LGIM's Future Worlds, ethical and climate tilted funds.
 Phase out your investments in your fossil fuel holdings
 Reduced portfolio exposure to emissions intensive or fossil fuel holdings
 Used emissions data or analysis to inform investment decision making
 Sought climate change integration by companies
 Sought climate supportive policy from governments
 Other, specify

other description
Supported clients in their integration of ESG and climate considerations.
 None of the above
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Indicate which of the following tools the organisation uses to manage climate-related risks and
opportunities.

SG 14.3

 Scenario analysis
 Disclosures on emissions risks to clients/trustees/management/beneficiaries
 Climate-related targets
 Encouraging internal and/or external portfolio managers to monitor emissions risks
 Emissions-risk monitoring and reporting are formalised into contracts when appointing managers
 Weighted average carbon intensity
 Carbon footprint (scope 1 and 2)
 Portfolio carbon footprint
 Total carbon emissions
 Carbon intensity
 Exposure to carbon-related assets
 Other emissions metrics
 Other, specify

other description
exposure to green revenues.
 None of the above

If you selected disclosure on emissions risks, list any specific climate related disclosure tools or
frameworks that you used.

SG 14.4



Trucost data emissions - absolute and intensity



CDP disclosures



Bloomberg emissions data



FTSE/HSBC Green Revenue



TCFD

SG 14.5

Additional information [Optional]

Please see our 2018 TCFD report for emissions performance of six representative equity and corporate debt
indices, as well as our UK and US sovereign debt holdings and real assets portfolio.
http://www.lgim.com/files/_document-library/capabilities/lgim_tcfd_report.pdf

SG 14 CC

SG 14.6
CC

Voluntary

Public

General

Please provide further details on these key metric(s) used to assess climate related risks and
opportunities.
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Metric Type

Climaterelated
targets

Coverage

Purpose

Metric Unit

Metric Methodology

Demonstrating to
clients the GHG
emissions intensity of
their investments

Tonnes of CO2/£1
million revenues.

Current value of investment
divided by current portfolio
value, multiplied by the
company’s scope 1 and 2
GHG emissions divided by
issuer’s $m revenue .
The first term in the product is
the security weight in the
index or bench marck; the
second term is the carbon
emission intensity for each
constituent.

Demonstrating to
clients the exposure
of their investments
to carbon reserves

Weighted average
carbon reserves
intensity (tonnes of
reserves / US$m
market capitalisation)

Reserves intensity for each
company is calculated as the
sum of carbon reserves
intensity from coal + carbon
reserves intensity from O&G.

 All
assets
 Majority
of assets
 Minority
of assets

Weighted
average
carbon
intensity

 All
assets
 Majority
of assets
 Minority
of assets

Carbon
footprint
(scope 1 and
2)

 All
assets
 Majority
of assets
 Minority
of assets

Portfolio
carbon
footprint

 All
assets
 Majority
of assets
 Minority
of assets

Total carbon
emissions

 All
assets
 Majority
of assets
 Minority
of assets

Carbon
intensity

 All
assets
 Majority
of assets
 Minority
of assets

Exposure to
carbonrelated
assets

 All
assets
 Majority
of assets
 Minority
of assets

Intensity is calculated using
the following formula:
carbon reserves intensity
24

(Coal +OilGas in tonnes/USD
mn = [ Carbon reserves
(Coal+OilGas) in m tonnes x
1,00,000 / [market cap USD /
1,000,000]
NB: few companies have coal
and oil & gas reserves. The
majority of companies are
either not reported or have
zero/not relevant reserves
data.

Other
emissions
metrics

 All
assets
 Majority
of assets

Green revenues.
Demonstrating to
clients the exposure
to green revenues of
their investments

Percentage of
revenues.

A weighted average green
revenues percentage is
calculated as a proportion of
issuer revenues. Revenue
data is provided by HSBC.

 Minority
of assets

SG 14.7
CC

Describe in further detail the key targets.

Targettype

Time
Frame

Description

 Absolute
target

20102020

Target to reduce the carbon emissions associated with our real estate
portfolio by 20% between 2010 and 2020, expressed as CO2 per m2.
A science-based reduction target is currently being developed, to align
emissions of our real estate assets with the 2°C pathway, the result of
which will be further be incorporated in to the target setting process.
https://www.legalandgeneral.com/institutional/files/realassets/_resources/files/lgim-real-assets-environmental-performanceresults-2018.pdf

Ongoing

The Future World funds aim to allocate funds to less emissionsintensive companies, relative to a broad market comparator.

Ongoing

The Future World funds aim to reduce clients&apos; exposure to fossil
fuel reserves, relative to a broad market comparator.

Ongoing

The Future World funds aim to increase weights for companies
generating a larger percentage of green revenues.

 Intensity
target

 Absolute
target

Attachments

 Intensity
target
 Absolute
target
 Intensity
target
 Absolute
target
 Intensity
target
 Absolute
target
 Intensity
target
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SG 14.8
CC

Indicate whether climate-related risks are integrated into overall risk management and explain
the risks management processes for identifying, assessing, and managing climate-related risks.

 Process for climate-related risks is integrated into overall risk management

Please describe
Climate-related risks can be identified at the level of a company, sector, country or the entire market. To
systematically assess them, we utilise a multi-layered process as follows:


ESG engagement - for market wide issues that require companies to significantly shift strategies



Long term themes - to debate and form views on energy transitions and their implications for asset
allocation



ESG scores to apply consistent standards of carbon metrics to identify sector and companies which
are more likely to be at risk



ESG views to assist the integration of climate issues to the active fund management process and to
help pick companies which are better positioned than their peers



Country-level risks, which are important for both sovereign bond investments and to assess
investments' exposures to countries with heightened risks

The climate and ESG information we collect are stored in LGIM's central data repository. The data can then
be incorporated into various internal reports, such as risk and portfolio monitoring, and external reports in
summary/illustrative form, such as fund fact sheets and client reports.
Further information regards Engagement, ESG Score, ESG view and country ESG score
For our engagement programme, Climate Impact Pledge, the companies targeted are scored on over 170
indicators, based on their articulation of risk and opportunities, the level of transparency, the robustness of
their governance, the strength of their strategies in pursuing new opportunities, the record of controversial
incidents and how they lobby governments on climate regulations.
LGIM has an ESG Score for all main investable companies, comprising 28 individual indicators, of which
three are directly linked to climate change. These three indicators constitute a third of the overall weighting
of the ESG Score, reflecting the heightened level of risks to the market. The three chosen indicators are
carbon emissions (greenhouse gas emissions from scope 1 and 2) and carbon reserves (reserves of oil,
gas and coal), as well as the percentage of the 'green' revenue contribution from low-carbon and
environmental solutions, such as renewables and electric vehicles.
The ESG View is an in-house tool which provides an indicative score capturing a company's ESG risk
exposure. The tool assesses over 4000 companies on 400 ESG indicators, chosen based on financial
materiality in each of 70 separate sectors. Companies are scored and compared against peers on
environmental metrics including carbon emissions intensity, stranded asset risks, strength of environmental
policies, water risks and green revenues, helping flag to analysts the companies which are particularly
exposed to climate risks, and conversely those that could be well-positioned to benefit from opportunities.
Our ESG Country Score draws on over 200 data points assessing the quality of over 200 sovereigns
across both developed and emerging markets, incorporating metrics such as climate change adoption,
emissions, waste and natural hazards.
 Process for climate-related risks is not integrated into our overall risk management

SG 14.9
CC

Indicate whether the organisation undertakes active ownership activities to encourage TCFD
adoption.

 Yes
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Please describe
Our engagements with companies help us identify which companies are best positioned to manage
climate-related risks, and those that are falling behind. Climate change has been a consistent priority for us
during our company engagements. In 2017 and 2018, it has been one of our top three most frequently
discussed engagement topics. As part of our climate change-related engagements, we strongly encourage
portfolio companies to report in line with the TCFD recommendations.
LGIM's Climate Impact Pledge is our flagship engagement programme aimed at addressing climate change
and helping companies transition to a low-carbon economy.
Under our Climate Impact Pledge, we have committed to engage with the world's largest companies in six
sectors which are key to the low-carbon transition: oil and gas, mining, electric utilities, autos, food retail
and financials. We engage on behalf of all our clients' assets, across asset classes and investment
strategies.
The companies targeted are scored on over 170 indicators based on their articulation of risk and
opportunities, the level of transparency, the robustness of their governance, the strength of their strategies
in pursuing new opportunities, the record of controversial incidents and how they lobby the governments on
climate regulations. All the companies are contacted directly to discuss areas of improvements with
constructive feedback based on their current disclosures. The aim of the engagement is to help companies
in key industries embrace and succeed in the transition to a low-carbon world, which in turn protects our
clients' asset from transition and physical risks. The leaders in each of the sectors are celebrated in our
"name and fame" programme, to highlight how it is possible to create climate solutions in every industry.
At the same time, some of our requests come with a 12-month limit for compliance to be articulated
publicly, as they reflect what we consider to be a minimum threshold for companies of such significance.
Failure to meet this timeline will lead to voting against the chair of the board across the entire equity
holdings held by LGIM and divestment in our Future World fund range. To find our first result from the
engagement, go to: www.lgim.com/fr/en/insights/our-thinking/market-insights/lgims-climate-impact-pledgethe-results-so-far.html
Our assessment criteria are fully compatible with the TCFD framework and we have newly added a
category of "TCFD disclosure" for the 2019 assessment.
Our engagements go beyond LGIM-led initiatives. We often collaborate with other investors - through
networks such as IIGCC and the PRI - and have been a part of the Climate Action 100+ initiative, which
gathers over $32 trillion of assets under management to push collectively for climate action from investee
companies and policy-makers.
 No, we do not engage
SG 15

Mandatory to Report Voluntary to
Disclose

SG 15.1

Public

Descriptive

Indicate if your organisation allocates assets to, or manages, funds based on specific
environmental and social themed areas.

 Yes
 No
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